Warrior Assault Systems is a UK based company founded in 2005.

Warrior’s mission is the design, development and manufacture of high quality gear that could withstand the severity of front line combat. Functionality, durability and overall weight reduction was fundamental to enhance the operators performance in the field.

Today Warrior produces cutting edge tactical equipment to the highest standards available in the industry. Warrior is an official dealer of MultiCam and A-TACS Camo. All our material, webbing and threads are imported direct from the USA. All our MultiCam, Coyote Tan, Ranger Green, OD Green and Black products are certified Mil-Spec quality. MultiCam and Coyote Tan come with N.I.R. Infra-red and UV light treatment. Many of the products have been developed following direct feedback from current UK Special Forces and front line military units serving in combat theatres such as Afghanistan and Iraq. Warrior gear has been tried, tested and proven in the most intense and critical of environments; The Theatre of War.

Today Warrior is a recognised worldwide supplier of high quality tactical equipment and is a brand you can trust. By using Warrior you are investing in equipment that has been “Battle Tested by the World’s Finest.”
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LASER CUT LOW PROFILE CARRIER - LPC

The Patent Pending Warrior Laser Cut Low Profile Plate Carrier (LPC) is at the forefront of cutting edge innovation. Manufactured using our proprietary laminate material and precision cut using the highest quality laser technology for optimum production accuracy to produce a flawless lightweight solution.

Designed with direct input from serving operators within the SF community, the Laser Cut LPC incorporates many new features that combine to make it one of the best carriers on the market today.

The Laser Cut LPC features our new air vent thermo pads, which allow heat to evaporate from the body and increased airflow to assist in cooling. The thermo pad also helps to decrease the back plate signature associated with ballistic impact and trauma. The Laser Cut LPC incorporates our speed clip system, which allows very rapid removal of the carrier on a day to day basis but also in an emergency situation, no complicated cables to worry about, and reassembly takes seconds.

The Laser Cut LPC comes as standard with our precision Laser Cut style sides, and utilizes state of the art materials to reduce the overall signature and weight. It comes as standard with a removable MOLLE front flap held in place by 2 vertical QASM clips and Velcro which allows the panel to be removed and replaced with a wide variety of preconfigured panels that are both weapon and mission specific.

Holds stand-alone plates front and back.
Warrior’s Low Profile Laser Belt (LPLB) offers a very light weight, and extremely strong, 2 stage low profile platform capable of carrying a wide variety of mission specific pouches and holsters including Drop Leg rigs. Part one is a reinforced slim line belt that is covered in loop Velcro and is designed to be threaded through the operator’s Pants belt loops and acts in the same way that a traditional belt would.

The second part of the system is made up of a low profile laser cut belt with cut outs allowing pouches to be threaded through for attachment. This belt has a row of hook Velcro on the inside which marries up to first belt, it is then secured by way of a removable belt and composite GT Cobra buckle. The LPLB allows holster and drop leg attachment (as pictured), and because there is no movement due to the Velcro bond between both belts a very stable draw is achieved.

Manufactured with our in house premium laser cutting machines using proprietary laminate fabrics.

Warrior Assault Systems Laser Cut Fight Light Belt, is a slimline belt solution that has been designed to be compatible with the full range of Warrior laser pouches and holsters.

The Fight Light Belt has a 45mm tall profile and has a series of horizontal laser cut slots that accept MOLLE webbing arms, allowing pouches to be threaded through it, this layer is backed by a 45mm belt made from ultra strong riggers webbing and finished off with a 25mm metal Cobra Buckle.

Fully adjustable and available in Small, Medium, Large and XL.
Warrior Assault Systems Quick Release Carrier (QRC) is a compact carrier designed to allow a high and effective level armour coverage, without compromising the operators movement.

The QRC utilises our quick release clips on the shoulders and sides for ease of access during daily use and for rapid removal when required. The carrier has fully adjustable shoulders and is easily adjusted around the waist. The QRC has been designed to be compatible with the full range of Warrior DFPs (Detachable Front Panels). The attachment of weapon specific panels can be quickly achieved by simply unclipping the 2 vertical clips and tearing off from the Velcro pad on the front of the carrier, then replace with your desired set up.

The QRC is lined with 4 mm 3D Spacer Mesh Fabric which allows air to circulate around the body for cooling, it also provide enhanced comfort particularly during prolonged periods of operation. Hard and soft armour compatible.
ASSAULTERS BACK PANEL MK1

Warrior’s Assaulters Back Panel, ABP-MK1, has been designed to be compatible with the full range of Warrior’s armour carriers. The ABP-MK1 quickly zips on to the rear of the carrier via our MOLLE zip adapter kit (included). The adapter kit comprises of a left and a right-sided vertical zip panel, simply MOLLE each adapter to the rear sides of the carrier and zip the panel to the adapters.

The top section of the ABP-MK1 comes with our adjustable Triple 40mm pouch, ideal for storage of stun grenades or baton rounds. The lower section has a removable general purpose/rip-off medic pouch. The ABP-MK1 comes with an internal hydration compartment and a pull out lower pocket for carriage of MOE gear such as expandable hammers, hooligan bars and bolt cutters.

DETACHABLE FRONT PANEL MK1

Warrior Assault Systems Detachable Front Panel MK1 (DFP-MK1) has been designed to be compatible with the full range of Warrior’s latest armour carriers (LPC, RPC and QRC). The DFP-MK1 quickly attaches via Velcro and quick release clips to the front of the carrier.

The DFP-MK1 comprises of 3 mag pouches with adjustable bungee retention, which are designed to hold 5.56mm NATO mags, and can be adjusted to hold AK 7.62mm style mags.

Sewn onto the front of the DFP-MK1 are 2 x small utility pouches with Velcro tabs for attachment of patches. In the middle of both utility pouches are rows of MOLLE sewn on to the front of the remaining mag pouch, which allows the attachment of additional pouches of your choice. Elastic loops are positioned on either side for storage of chem-lights, small torches, plasti-cuffs etc.

HORIZONTAL VELCRO MAG POUCH

Warrior’s Horizontal Velcro Mag Pouch has been designed to be compatible with the full range of Warrior’s armour carriers and chest rigs. The HVMP quickly attaches via Velcro to the front or rear of the carrier. Simply slot between the Velcro strips on inside the plate pocket.

The mag pockets are designed for 5.56mm NATO magazines, however because they are attached via MOLLE they can be removed and replaced with 7.62mm magazines. (sold separately)

The HVMP is ideal for operators who require a slim profile but need to carry extra mags, excellent in the prone position.
LOW PROFILE CARRIER - LPC

The Patent Pending Warrior LPC Low Profile Plate Carrier represents a new generation of armour carriers. Designed with direct input from serving operators within the SF community, the LPC incorporates many new features that combine to make it one of the best carriers on the market today.

The LPC features our new air vent thermo pads, which allows heat to evaporate from the body and increase the airflow to assist in cooling. The Thermo Pad also helps to decrease the back plate signature associated with ballistic impact and trauma. The LPC incorporates our speed clip system, which allows very rapid removal of the carrier on a day to day basis, but also in an emergency situation, no complicated cables to worry about, and reassembly takes seconds.

The LPC utilizes state of the art materials to reduce the overall signature and weight. It comes as standard with a removable MOLLE front flap held in place by 2 vertical QASM clips and hook and loop which allows the panel to be removed and replaced with a wide variety of preconfigured panels that are both weapon and mission specific.

Features:
- Thermo Pads for Cooling & Comfort
- Compatible with the RPC panel's
- Interchangeable Front Panels
- Holds Hard & Soft Armour
- Quick release Speed Clips
- Large Upper Admin Pocket
- Removable shoulder pads
- Hypalon shoulders
- Holds side plates
- Low profile
- Lightweight

“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”
The DCS (Dynamic Combat System) is a lightweight armour carrier, which features removable side cummerbunds. The DCS can hold both front and back Nexus NIJ level IIIa soft armour panels. In addition, the side cummerbunds can accommodate both soft armour 6" x 8", 6" x 8" (150mm x 200mm, 150mm x 150mm) ballistic side plates.

The DCS is also capable of holding a large variety of front and back hard ballistic plates.

The DCS is fully adjustable for height and width and comes with 3D spacer mesh lining for cooling and comfort.

The DCS can be worn in tandem with either the PLB Belt or Warrior Frag Belt (sold separately).

DCS Additional Armour
W-EO-DCS-COLLAR
W-EO-DCS-BELTLODGE
W-EO-DCS-GROIN

This combo provides the pouches to take NIJ IIIa soft armour inserts giving protection to your Upper Arm, Collar and Groin.

Additional armour pouches designed to take NIJ IIIa soft armour inserts.

DCS COMBOS

The DCS M4 comes with the following:
5 x M4 Style Pouches (holds 2 mags each)
2 x Small Utility Pouches

The DCS DA 5.56mm comes with the following:
5 x Single Open 5.56mm Pouches
2 x Small Utility Pouches

The DCS G36 comes with the following:
5 x Single G36 Pouches
2 x Small Utility Pouches

The DCS AK comes with the following:
5 x Single AK Pouches
2 x Small Utility Pouches

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces
The Recon Plate Carrier is designed to be a lightweight and versatile low profile armour carrier, offering enhanced mobility without compromising protection.

The RPC has been developed to hold medium and large SAPI and ESAPI stand alone plates and the most common 10” x 12” I.C.W. plates available. Plate pockets have been backed with 3D mesh for added ballistic performance, comfort and dispersal of body heat. The RPC comes standard with ladder style cummerbunds that attach to the RPC’s front via 2 removable ITW SR Clips. This allows rapid access when getting in and out of the RPC (ITW SR Clips have a combined breaking strength of 600lbs per side). The RPC’s shoulders can be worn in 3 different configurations; As a slick low profile carrier, with padding for additional comfort when carrying extra weight and with a wrap around sleeve for hydration and comms channeling.

**Removable MOLLE Panel**

The RPC comes as standard with a removable MOLLE front flap held in place by 2 vertical QASM clips and strong velcro. The RPC integrates with Warrior’s Assaulters Back Panel.

**Recon Plate Carrier MK1 Combo**

The MK1 Combo consists of a Recon Plate Carrier (RPC) and a Pathfinder Chest Rig (PCR).

**Detachable Front Panel**

**Detachable Triple Open**

The DFP-TMOP is a removable MOLLE Front Panel which attaches on the front of Warriors Recon Plate Carrier RPC via the 2 Vertical ITW SR Clips. The DFP-TMOP holds 3 x 5.56mm x 45mm mags and 3 x 7.62mm x 39mm AK47 mags in a compact panel configuration. The mags are held in place via bungee retention cord.

**Detachable Triple Covered M4**

The DFP-TM4 is a removable MOLLE Front Panel which attaches onto the front of Warriors Recon Plate Carrier RPC via 2 Vertical ITW SR Clips. The DFP-TM4 comprises of 3 mag pouches with adjustable bungee retention, which are designed to hold 5.56mm NATO mags, and can be adjusted to hold AK 7.62mm style mags.

**Detachable MK1 Panel**

The DFP-MK1 comprises of 3 mag pouches with adjustable bungee retention, which are designed to hold 5.56mm NATO mags, and can be adjusted to hold AK 7.62mm style mags.

**Detachable Triple Elastic**

The DFP-TEMP is a removable MOLLE Front Panel which attaches on the front of Warrior’s Recon Plate Carrier RPC via 2 Vertical ITW SR Clips. The DFP-TEMP is compatible with the Low Profile Carrier (LPC), Recon Plate Carrier (RPC) and the Quick Release Carrier (QRC) for a more versatile set up.

**Compatible with the Low Profile Carrier (LPC), Recon Plate Carrier (RPC) and the Quick Release Carrier (QRC)**

**SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces**
The RICAS Compact releasable armour carrier is a low profile cousin of the best selling Raptor carrier. The RICAS Compact accommodates Nexus Level IIIa Soft armour panels front, back and inside wrap around arms. The RICAS Compact offers 10% less protection than the original RICAS but provides improved mobility in a lighter configuration. The RICAS Compact is fully adjustable and provides a cable release system for rapid removal.

The RICAS Compact is fully adjustable and holds large ballistic plates front and back. Both 6" x 6" (150mm x 150mm) and 6" x 8" (150mm x 200mm) side plates can also be accommodated in removable side pouches.

**RICAS compact W-EO-RC**

**Hard armour**

Soft armour

**Armour configuration**

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

**RICAS Compact M4**

W-EO-RC-M4

The RICAS Compact M4 comes with the following:

- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 5 x M4 Style Pouches (holds 2 mags each)
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

**RICAS Compact DA 5.56MM**

W-EO-RC-DA-5.56

The RICAS Compact DA comes with the following:

- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 5 x Single Open 5.56mm Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

**RICAS Compact G36**

W-EO-RC-G36

The RICAS Compact G36 comes with the following:

- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 5 x Single G36 Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

**RICAS Compact AK**

W-EO-RC-AK

The RICAS Compact AK comes with the following:

- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 5 x Single AK Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

**M4 W-EO-RC-M4**

**DA 5.56MM W-EO-RC-DA-5.56**

**G36 W-EO-RC-G36**

**AK W-EO-RC-AK**

**“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLD’S FINEST”**
The Raptor releasable armour carrier is designed to facilitate excellent Armour coverage while allowing all important mobility and comfort.

The Raptor has a unique quick release system (patent pending) which allows the rig to be adjusted while being worn by the operator, in addition the pull release (left or right handed installation) is securely located in the front shoulder section and does not interfere with day to day user operations.

The Raptor is lined with 3D spacer mesh fabric which allows air to circulate around the body for cooling, it also provide enhanced comfort particularly during prolonged periods of operation. The Raptor has a split front opening flap which allows quick and easy access when the front of the rig is loaded with pouches.

The Raptor is fully adjustable and holds large ballistic plates front and back. Both 6” x 6” (150mm x 150mm) and 6” x 8” (150mm x 200mm) side plates can also be accommodated in removable side pouches.

The Raptor DA 5.56mm comes with the following:
- 5 x Single 5.56mm Pouches
- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

The Raptor M4 comes with the following:
- 5 x M4 Style Pouches (holds 2 mags each)
- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

The Raptor G36 comes with the following:
- 5 x Single G36 Pouches
- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

The Raptor AK comes with the following:
- 5 x Single AK Pouches
- 2 x Small Utility Pouches
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces
Warrior's Covert Plate Carrier (CPC) is a low profile slick armour carrier designed to hold 10 x 12 plates and US style SAPI Plates. The CPC is fully adjustable on the shoulders for size.

The sides are made from double layer high quality elastic, and incorporate 2 internal pouches on each side which can hold mag pouches and/or radio. The sides are fully adjustable for girth by way of velcro closure.

The CPC can be upgraded to create the CPC-MK1 Combo by adding Warrior’s TVMP Triple Velcro Mag Pouch for 5.56mm mags, this attaches to the front of the carrier by means of velcro and is then secured shut by overlapping the velcro elements of the side elastic cummerbunds.

The NEXUS S.F. (Special Forces Helmet) offers High Ballistic Performance with a low weight of only 1.3kg. Nexus Helmets are manufactured using a high-tenacity ballistic Aramid fibre, which is bound in a Thermoplastic Resin Matrix and results in increased all round strength.

The SF models feature a higher cut around the ears to accommodate Tactical Headsets (coms fit). This higher cut helmet is lower in profile and offers enhanced peripheral vision.

Nexus SF Helmets utilize the TEAM WENDY CAM FIT™ retention system, which utilizes cam-lock sliders for one-handed tightening adjustment, and secure fit. The Boa® Closure System stabilizes the weight of the helmet by distributing a light, even pressure around the head, similar in feel to a baseball cap. The adjustment straps and chin-cup have been designed for a close, comfortable fit to the wearer’s face. The asymetric design keeps the buckle tucked smoothly along the jaw line while maintaining a snug, even feel around the chin-cup. The ultra-suede chin-cup lining ensures maximum comfort and chafe-free wear at any temperature. Fast adjustment of straps is achieved via 2 lockable quick release sliders. A 7 piece removable padded liner system provides enhanced comfort and aids blunt trauma protection.

The Nexus S.F. Helmet includes the SRS (Side Rail System) which provides a low profile platform that can accommodate Tactical Lights, IR Lights, Video Cameras and Goggle Straps. Snag free for HALO, HAHO and static line.

Nexus Helmets are Available in

- Coyote Tan
- Multicam
- A-TACS AU
- A-TACS FG
- OD Green
- Black Ranger Green

TEAM WENDY CAM FIT™ retention system

Retro Fit Velcro System

Multicam Helmet Cover
**NEXUS HARD ARMOUR**

**TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH (ICW) SOFT ARMOUR**

**NEXUS LEVEL 3+ (ICW) ARMOUR**

Must be used in conjunction with Level IIIa Soft Armour, Nexus plates will defeat up to 3 hits from 7.62mm x 51mm NATO and 6 Hits from 7.62mm x 39mm AK 47 Mild Steel Core rounds.

NIJ Standard 0101.06

- Size: 10” x 12” (250mm x 300mm x 20mm)
- Weight: 1.35 Kgs (2.97 lbs)
- Rating Level 3+ Rifle
- Available as a single curve/ double curve plate
- Covered in Black Nylon outer finish.

**NEXUS LEVEL IV (ICW) ARMOUR**

Must be used in conjunction with Level IIIa Soft Armour, will defeat all of the above plus SS109, 7.62 x 54 Dragunov and .30-06 Alumina Oxide monolithic bonded tile with aramid

Protection Rating: Level 4 (IV)
- Size: 10” x 12” (250mm x 300mm)
- Shape: Double Curve
- Weight: 2.8 kg (6.16lbs)
- Covered in Black Nylon outer finish.

**TO BE USED AS STANDALONE ARMOUR**

**NEXUS LEVEL 3+ STANDALONE**

The Nexus NIJ Level III+ Stand Alone light weight ballistic plate. This plate is made from Dyneema and weighs in at only 1.3kg (3.08lbs). This plate allows for a comfortable fit whilst using weapons or swimming.

Alumina Oxide monolithic bonded tile with aramid

Protection Rating: Level 3+ (III+)
- Size: 10” x 12” (250mm x 300mm)
- Depth: 21mm
- Available as a single curve/ double curve plate
- Weight: 1.3 kg (2.86lbs)
- Covered in Black Nylon outer finish.

**NEXUS LEVEL IV STANDALONE**

The Nexus Level 4 (IV) Stand Alone Ceramic Plate made from Alumina Oxide Monolithic Bonded Tile construction combined with Aramid. Incorporates Double Curvature for greater usability and comfort.

Alumina Oxide monolithic bonded tile with aramid

Protection Rating: Level 4 (IV)
- Size: 10” x 12” (250mm x 300mm)
- Thickness: 18mm
- Shape: Double Curve
- Weight: 3.25 kg (7.15lbs)
- Covered in Black Nylon outer finish.

**SOFT ARMOUR DETAILS**

Nexus Soft Armour is manufactured in the UK using SB51 Dyneema with an Aerial Density of 5.3Kilos metre squared. Nexus panels are NIJ level 3a approved, and have a V-50 Fragmentation rating in excess of 630 meters per second (630 m/s).

This means that Nexus Soft Armour is capable of stopping 9mm handgun and 9mm Sub (MP5) at higher velocity, in addition to .357 SIG and .44 Mag. Although Soft Armour will stop a projectile the degree of energy that is absorbed by the body, known as the back face signature, is far less in Nexus Soft Armour. NIJ level 3a permits up to 44 mm of energy absorption (this usually results in bad bruising and even broken bones) our Nexus panels on average reduce this effect to only 25 mm of back face signature.

In addition Nexus Soft Armour has a V-50 in excess of 630 m/s which is 30% greater than standard NATO issue (eg Osprey Panels) this means that Nexus Soft Armour gives very high levels of protection against the impact of shrapnel from I.E.Ds and Grenades as well as greater ballistic protection against small arms and 9mm Sub Machine Gun (MP5)
The Pathfinder Chest Rig (PCR) is designed to work as a compact chest rig in stand-alone configuration or in conjunction with Warrior’s Recon Plate Carrier System (RPC). The PCR accommodates 4 x M4 style mags with adjustable bungee retention which allows AK mags to be easily changed out. There are 2 x small utility pouches. One at either side with elastic loops for storage of chem-lights, small torches etc. The front section comes as standard with Warriors double elastic low profile mag pouches, these are attached with MOLLE and can be easily changed out for any of Warriors full range of pouches, such as our (DPDA) double pistol mag pouch. The unique feature of the PCR is its ability to attach to Warrior’s RPC plate carrier. Simply remove the shoulder and rear straps and all the remaining clips line up with the corresponding ITW clips located on the front and sides of the RPC Plate carrier.

The Falcon Chest Rig (FCR) is designed to work as a compact Chest Rig in standalone configuration. The Falcon Chest Rig (FCR) accommodates 8 x M4 style mags with adjustable bungee retention which allows AK mags to be easily changed out. There are a total of 4 utility pouches. The end pouches can hold MBITR 148 radios, there are elastic loops for storage of chemlights, small torches etc at the sides of the end pouches. Warrior’s DPDA-9 double pistol mag pouch is attached to the front of the rig with MOLLE and can be removed or replaced as required. The unique feature about the FCR is its ability to attach to Warrior’s RPC plate carrier. Simply remove the shoulder and rear straps and all the remaining clips line up with the corresponding ITW clips located on the front and sides of the RPC Plate carrier, creating a scalable armour platform.

The 901 front opening base (patent pending) MOLLE platform has revolutionized the usage of the modern chest platform. Warrior introduced this variant which is a front opening system comprising a heavy duty size 10 zip, 2” full hook and loop fastener closure and backed up by 3 press studs for additional security. This allows the user to get in and out of the rig at speed and without any assistance. The extensive MOLLE webbing allows the installation of a wide assortment of Warrior Pouches, 3D spacer mesh lining is incorporated for comfort and cooling, the wider upper folding section is now 6 MOLLE loops wide allowing larger items such as Command Panel to be attached. This wider upper section now also allows a 10” x 12” (250mm x 300mm) ballistic plate to be worn, turning the 901 into a versatile armour carrier. The 901 is also compatible with the Back Panel.

The Bravo M4 comes with the following:
- 4 x M4 Style Pouches (holds 2 mags each)
- 1 x Pistol Pouch
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch
- 2 x Utility Pouches
- 1 x Small Compass Pouch

The Elite 4 comes with the following:
- 4 x Single Open 5.56mm Pouches
- 1 x Pistol Pouch
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch
- 2 x Utility Pouches
- 1 x Small Compass Pouch

The AK comes with the following:
- 4 x Single AK Pouches
- 1 x Pistol Pouch
- 1 x Large Admin Pouch
- 2 x Utility Pouches
- 1 x Small Compass Pouch

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces
The Centurion Chest Rig is a low profile compact plate carrier (can be used with or without ballistic plates) which can be used as a front only rig and comes with a Harness and cross harness. The Centurion can also be integrated with Warrior’s Back Panel to provide a complete low profile mobile, hard armoured system.

It can hold 8 x 5.56mm M4 / SA80 mags or 8 x 7.62mm AK mags in open mag pouches with internal PosiGrip retention and elastic pull tabs. The Centurion incorporates a large heavy duty zipped pocket behind the mag pouches which has internal MOLLE loops for the addition of extra pouches, or can be used as storage of documents, chem lights, GPS, torches, multi-tools etc.

**SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces**

The Low Profile Chest Rig holds 4 x 5.56mm x 45mm Mag pouches including PMags in our elastic low profile mag pouches. There are extra rows of MOLLE webbing at either side of the LPCR which can accommodate a multitude of interchangeable Warrior pouches, such as pistol mags, radios, etc. The LPCR works particularly well with Warrior’s PLB Belt or Frag Belt combination to provide a lightweight direct action setup.

**Warrior’s Elite Ops Gladiator Chest Rig (GCR) is a versatile and multi-use platform that allows you to use it in conjunction with 10×12 body armour plates. This system allows you to adjust the height of the plate to where you require the much needed protection.**

**The Gladiator Chest Rig (GCR) is a fully adjustable system, allowing adjustments to be made on your shoulders and abdomen area. With the use of pull straps and ITW buckles/clips, the Gladiator Chest Rig can be easily adjusted to suit the needs of the operator.**

It also comes with a 3D mesh spacer to allow passage of cool air and comfort. The upper section can be folded away to allow access to uniform pockets. This foldable section gives you 4 vertical & 4 horizontal strips of MOLLE to allow the attachment of additional pouches such as a Large Admin pouch or Forward Opening Admin pouch. Elastic loops on the shoulder straps are designed to secure comm’s equipment or hydration tubes.

**SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces**

The Light Assault Rig (LAR) holds up to 5 x 5.56mm mags or 5 x 7.62mm AK mags and has MOLLE webbing on the front for attaching a wide selection of pouches.

The pouches are lined with PosiGrip non slip fabric for durability and retention.

**SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces**

Centurion W-EO-CCR

---

Low Profile Chest Rig W-EO-LPCR

---

Gladiator Chest Rig W-EO-GCR

---

Light Assault Rig W-EO-LAR

---

**“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”**
The Back Panel is interchangeable with the Centurion and 901 chest rigs.

The Back Panel can accommodate a large ballistic plate inside the height adjustable internal pocket.

7 Rows of MOLLE webbing allows the attachment of a full selection of Warrior pouches. The Back Panel facilitates the direct attachment of Warrior’s wide selection of hydration carriers.

Features:
- Adjustable for height and girth
- 6 x MOLLE loops wide, 7 x rows high
- Heavy duty drag handle
- Holds standard & large Ballistic Plates
- Plates can be adjusted internally for height
- Padded for comfort
- 3D Air Channels for cooling
- D-Rings

The Warrior Frag belt is a large high backed version of our PLB belt this has the added ability to accept a NIJ Level IIIa soft armour insert for protection of the lower back and hips against 9mm submachine gun rounds, 9mm handgun rounds and in particular fragmentation impacts from I.E.D.s up to 630 metres per second. The belt has 3 removable cushioned 3D spacer mesh panels attached to the inner part of the belt which provide exceptional comfort and cooling.

Warrior’s Frag belt is also available without NIJ Level IIIa soft armour (sold separately), this version comes with a removable padded stiffener which can be replaced by the armour if required later.

The Frag Belt can accept Warrior’s Elite Ops Slim Line Harness and Warrior’s Elite Ops MOLLE Harness for heavier loads and can be paired up with Warrior’s DCS Plate carrier for use in the S.F. and counter terrorist role.
Enhanced Padded Load Bearing belt (PLB) is lined with 3D spacer mesh for enhanced comfort. The internal lining also allows air to circulate allowing heat to disperse away from the body. The outer section is covered in three rows of MOLLE webbing comprising 18 MOLLE loops allowing the attachment of a full selection of Warrior pouches for mission specific operations.

There are four D Rings which enables the attachment of Slim Line Harness and MOLLE Harness, reducing weight distribution of heavy load outs.

In addition the PLB provides an extended lumbar section in the middle of the internal part of the belt which seats the PLB belt comfortably in the lower back and adds support during long range patrols.

**SIZE**
One size fits most operators.

---

**PLB MK4 COMBO**

The PLB MK4 comes as standard with:
- 1 x 5.56mm mag pouches
- 1 x M4 mag pouches
- 4 x Medium General utility pouches
- 1 x Pistol mag pouch
- 1 x Smoke pouch

---

**PLB MK1 COMBO**

The PLB MK1 comes as standard with:
- 2 x 5.56mm mag pouches
- 2 x Smoke pouches
- 1 x Medium General utility pouch
- 2 x Small utility pouches

---

**PLB MK1 SH COMBO**

The PLB SH MK1 comes as standard with:
- 1 x Universal pistol holster
- 2 x Utility pouches (Medic + Dump)
- 2 x M4 polymer mag pouches
- 2 x 9mm Polymer Pistol mag pouch

---

Warrior's fully adjustable Duty Belt incorporates a dual action release system. Made from high quality materials and available in two sizes:

**SIZE**
Small - Medium: 26” - 40”  Large - X-Large: 34” - 48”

---

**RIGGERS BELT**

The Riggers Belt is made from the highest standard Mil spec materials. The webbing is 4088 type V11 and has a breaking strain greater than 6000lbs. The metal buckles are made from heat treated hardware with a tensile strength of 2500 lbs and finished in dark grey phosphate. The material is treated with a resin which makes the belt stiff yet pliable, this is the perfect combination, it will not cut in to your sides but is rigid enough to support a holster or drop leg without the belt twisting.

**SIZES**
Small: 29” to 32”  Medium: 32” to 35”  Large: 35” to 38”  X-Large: 38” to 41”

---

**COBRA RIGGERS BELT**

Warriors Elite COBRA Riggers Belt is made from the highest standard mil spec materials. The belt features a Cobra buckle "The World’s safest, strongest quick release buckle". The Cobra is CNC machined from 7075 aluminium and will not open while under load. The webbing used is 4088 type V11 and has a breaking strain greater than 6000 lbs. The material is treated with a resin which makes the belt stiff yet pliable, this is the perfect combination, it will not dig in to your sides but is rigid enough to support a holster or drop leg without the belt twisting.

**SIZES**
Small - Medium: 26” - 40”  Large - X-Large: 34” - 48”
Warrior’s Low Profile MOLLE Belt (LPMB) offers a 2 stage low profile platform capable of carrying a wide variety of mission specific pouches and holsters including Drop Leg rigs. Part one is a reinforced slimline belt that is covered in loop Velcro and is designed to be threaded through the operator’s belt loops and acts in the same way that a traditional belt would.

The second part of the system is made up of a low profile MOLLE belt covered in 2 rows of Mil Spec webbing, this belt has a row of hook Velcro on the inside which marries up to first belt, it is then secured by way of a removable belt and composite GT Cobra buckle.

This belt can be removed at any time and substituted for a Riggers style belt if required. The LPMB allows a very stable draw when using belt mounted holsters as there is no movement due to the Velcro bond between both belts.

SIZE MEDIUM: From Waist 34" - 86cm
SIZE LARGE From Waist 38" - 96cm
SIZE EXTRA LARGE From Waist 41" - 104cm

This belt is for use with your own Riggers belt
Please note this item requires an additional belt e.g Polymer Cobra Rigger belt.

Warrior’s Low Profile MOLLE Belt (LPMB) offers a 2 stage low profile platform capable of carrying a wide variety of mission specific pouches and holsters including Drop Leg rigs. Part one is a reinforced slimline belt that is covered in loop Velcro and is designed to be threaded through the operator’s belt loops and acts in the same way that a traditional belt would.

SIZE MEDIUM: From Waist 34" - 86cm
SIZE LARGE From Waist 38" - 96cm
SIZE EXTRA LARGE From Waist 41" - 104cm

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces
Warriors Patrol Belt Kit (PBK) Comprises our new Hip Belt featuring Warriors Proprietary padded 3D Spacer Mesh which offers exceptional comfort and cooling. In addition our new Patent Pending EMC triple mag pouch offers fast single handed operation. All Utility pouches are lined and include ITW IR quick release clips. Extra rows of webbing are featured on the top and sides for attachment of addition pouches such as Frags, Smokes or Small Utility items. Our new enhanced Harness is manufactured using our 3D Mesh, which is double layered on the shoulders for unparalleled comfortable and as with the belt allows heat to evaporate from the back with great efficiency. This PBK also accommodates padded sections around the upper thigh area, reducing contact with the body and creating extra comfort when adopting a kneeling fire position.

The base belt is covered in Genuine Crye Multicam webbing individually sewn with heavy duty bartacks. Includes high strength COBRA Metal Colour coded Quick Release Buckle and fully adjustable US Mil Spec inner waist belt. Compatible with all Warrior's modular pouches, allowing the operator to configure their equipment to suit any additional operational needs.

- 2 x EMC dedicated 3 magazine 5.56 NATO pouches
- Medium Belt 4 x General Utility Pouches
- Large Belt 5 x General Utility Pouches
- Padded 3D Mesh MOLLE Belt
- Metal COBRA quick release buckle
- 3D Mesh 6 point Harness
- Removable waterproof liners
- Mil Spec Crye Multicam materials
**SLIM LINE HARNESS** W-EO-SLH

The Slim Line Harness is a fully adjustable elasticated harness for use with the PLB belts or armoured frag belts. It is ideal for use under body armour.

**LOW PROFILE HARNESS** W-EO-LBH

The Low Profile Harness is fully compatible with Warrior’s PLB Belt and can be worn comfortably under body armour. It features quick release adjustment buckles front and back, has 4 adjustable attachment loops for fixing to the D Rings of the PLB Belt.

**MOLLE HARNESS** W-EO-MHARN

The MOLLE Harness is an excellent platform for the PLB belt or Frag belt. 2 attachment points at the front and 4 at the rear (6 point harness) help to distribute the load out evenly on the shoulders and helps to provide additional support for heavier combat loads.

The MOLLE Harness features a low profile design with padded lining for extra comfort.
The TANGO Personal Retention Lanyard (TPRL) has an overall length of 66cm (26”) including TANGO clip and will expand to 106cm (42”) inclusive of clip. Ideal for use on maritime operations and helicopter ops. The TANGO carabiner is simple to use and can be released using just one hand. The TANGO clip is manufactured from high grade aluminium and is tested to 33 kilo Newtons (7,425 Pounds).

**Features**
- TANGO carabiner has a double gate safety system which prevents accidental opening.

**TANGO CARABINER**

The FROGTANGO Personal Retention Lanyard (FTPRL) has an overall length of 66cm (26”) including TANGO clip and will expand to 106cm (42”) inclusive of clip. Ideal for use on maritime operations and helicopter ops. The TANGO carabiner is simple to use and can be released using just one hand. The TANGO clip is manufactured from high grade aluminium and is tested to 33 kilo Newtons (7,425 Pounds).

**Features**
- TANGO carabiner has a double gate safety system which prevents accidental opening.

**FROG CLIP**

The Personal Retention Lanyard (PRL) has an overall length of 84cm (33”) including FROG clip and will expand to 117cm (46”) inclusive of clip. Ideal for use on maritime operations and helicopter ops. The FROG attachment clamp is simple to use and can be released using just one hand. The FROG clip is manufactured from high grade aluminium and is tested to 25 kilo Newtons (5,622 Pounds).

**Features**
- FROG clamp has self closing snap on contact with anchor point.
- Dual release speed clips for additional safety

**BUNGEE WEAPON RETENTION**

The Bungee Weapon Retention Strap (BWR) is perfect for securing your weapon when you’re on the move or for prisoner handling. Its flexible design works in conjunction with most weapon slings. The retention strap attaches to MOLLE on the rear of your vest then the strap goes around the outside of your weapon and hooks onto the front MOLLE on your vest to secure your weapon in place.

**Features**
- MOLLE Hook for attaching to MOLLE on the rear of your vest.
LANYARDS

WARRIOR ASSAULT SYSTEMS

SINGLE POINT BUDDGE  W-EO-SPBS

Warriors Single Point Bungee sling (SPBS) is complete with H & K hook and is ideal for transitions from left to right and weapon strikes. It is made from 2” U.S. Mil Spec 17337 webbing with an incredible breaking strength of 2200 Lbs. All stress areas are doubled bar tacked with Mil Spec Thread. The SPBS is fully adjustable for length with 2 x 16 mm elastic bungee cords covered in 1” U.S. Mil Spec 5625 tubular webbing with a breaking strength of 4000 Lbs. The sling is attached to the weapon hook by way of a ITW Nexus 1” Clip (with non reflective IR properties), the clip allows the weapon to be removed from the sling without having to take it off the operator. The SPBS comes with a H & K Hook made from high quality Black Stainless Steel with an Oxide Finish.

SPBS MULTICAM  W-EO-SPBS-MC
SPBS COYOTE TAN  W-EO-SPBS-CT
SPBS BLACK  W-EO-SPBS-BLK
SPBS A-TACS FG  W-EO-SPBS-ATFG

QUICK RELEASE SLING  W-EO-QRS

Warriors QRS sling is made from the strongest US Mill Spec I.R. Materials. It is a fully adjustable single point bungee sling which attaches via a T Bar to any MOLLE compatible Vest, Chest Rig or Armour.

Allows for ambidextrous operation while preventing neck rub and snagging sometimes seen with other slings.

Comes with an ITW Nexus 1.R. Clip attached to a H & K style hook, for rapid disengagement from the weapon.

QRS MULTICAM  W-EO-QRS-MC
QRS COYOTE TAN  W-EO-QRS-CT
QRS BLACK  W-EO-QRS-BLK

TACTICAL PISTOL LANYARD  W-EO-TPL

Warrior’s Tactical Pistol Lanyard (TPL) is constructed from 1” U.S. Mil Spec 17337 webbing, nylon and polypropylene. The lanyard features an adjustable belt loop which can be separated from the lanyard via a quick release clip. The lanyard loop can easily be attached to most sidearms and a wide variety of accessories to help prevent their loss during operations.

TPL BLACK  W-EO-TPL-BLK
TPL COYOTE TAN  W-EO-TPL-CT
ARES HOLSTER

Warriors ARES Kydex Belt holster is a high quality low profile holster, engineered and developed using the highest quality materials.

Built specifically to hold both Glock 17 and 19 models, the Ares holster has adjustable tension, designed to accommodate the operator’s own preference on retention and draw strength.

Designed to be used with a high quality belt (up to 45mm) e.g. the Warrior Cobra or Riggers belt.

BLACK W-ED-AHG17-BLK
CT W-ED-AHG17-CT

ARES HOLSTER TLR

Warriors ARES Kydex Belt holster is a high quality low profile holster, engineered and developed using the highest quality materials.

The ARES has been designed to hold both versions of the Streamlight TLR-1 and TLR-2 weapon lights.

Designed to be used with a high quality belt (up to 45mm) e.g. the Warrior Cobra or Riggers belt.

BLACK W-ED-AHG17-TLR-BLK
CT W-ED-AHG17-TLR-CT

ARES HOLSTER X300

Warriors ARES Kydex Belt holster is a high quality low profile holster, engineered and developed using the highest quality materials.

The ARES has been designed to hold both versions of the Surefire X300 and X400 weapon lights.

Designed to be used with a high quality belt (up to 45mm) e.g. the Warrior Cobra or Riggers belt.

BLACK W-ED-AHG17-SFX-BLK
CT W-ED-AHG17-SFX-CT

DROP LEG HOLSTER W-ED-DLU

The Drop Leg holster, fully adjustable holster that will take most 9mm pistols. The Holster attaches to the operators belt via a height adjustable loop.

The holster is secured to the thigh via two fully adjustable straps with quick release clips.

The holster is compatible with Warriors range of riggers belts, duty belts and the gunfighter belt.

SABRE DROP LEG MK1 W-EO-SDL-MK1

The Sabre Drop Leg is a compact rig, fully versatile and ideal for many situations. It features 2 Warrior Single Quick Mag (SQM) Pouches with 3 x single SQM 9mm Pistol Pouch included. (can also accept torches and Multitools)

The Warrior Quick Mag pouches are fully adjustable via bungee cord pictured, making them universal to most current mags 5.46mm x 45mm, 7.62mm x 39mm and 7.62mm x 51mm Nato.

The padded leg panel features Warrior’s battle proven breathable 3D mesh for added comfort. The panel attaches to the operators belt in two places and the rubberised non slip leg strap helps prevent unwanted movement and stabilises the platform for a reliable performance.

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces
The Universal Pistol Holster is a versatile adaptable holster that fully adjusts to accommodate a wide variety of large and small frame pistols. Adjustment is simple and quick by way of velcro closure. Sidearms are secured firmly by way of a moulded composite internal housing. The weapon is released by means of a push down thumb release.

The rear of the holster has 3 rows of MOLLE webbing with 2 MOLLE arms, which allows it to be attached to a diverse range of Warrior Assault Systems gear such as the PLB belt and Frag Belts. The UPH’s MOLLE also allows it to be attached to armour carriers and chest rigs such as the 901.

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”
“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”
**Ammo Pouches**

**Warrior Assault Systems**

---

**Assailters Back Panel**

Featuring the triple 40mm Grenade Pouch

- Single Frag - Gen2
- Single Smoke - Gen2
- Single 9mm Pistol Pouch
- Double 40mm Grenade
- Double Snap Mag
- Triple Snap Mag
- Double 40mm Pouch
- Triple 40mm Grenade

**Polymer M4 Style 5.56mm Mag Pouch**

Polymer M4 5.56mm Style Mag Pouch - MOLLE/PALS Compatible

- Rotates 360° to desired orientation
- Strong durable construction with adjustable tension
- Pull to release mags
- No catches or clips
- Allows faster reload times

**Polymer 9mm Pistol Mag Pouch**

Polymer 9mm Style Pistol Mag Pouch - MOLLE/ PALS Compatible

- Rotates 360° to desired orientation
- Strong durable construction with adjustable tension
- Pull to release mags
- No catches or clips
- Allows faster reload times

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

**Available in**

- Coyote tan
- Multicam
- A-Tacs AU
- A-Tacs FG
- OD green
- Black Ranger green
- Black
- Dark Earth

**Code:**

- W-EO-PM4-BLK
- W-EO-PM4-DE
- W-EO-PSP-9-BLK
- W-EO-PSP-9-DE

---

**“Battle Tested by the World’s Finest”**
SMALL MOLLE Utility
W-EO-SMUP

MEDIUM MOLLE Utility
W-EO-MMUP

LARGE MOLLE Utility
W-EO-LUMP

MS 2000 Strobe Pouch
W-EO-STRP

COMPASS POUCH
W-EO-CP1

MEDICAL SCISSOR POUCH
W-EO-MSP

LARGE TORCH SUPPRESSOR POUCH
W-EO-LTSP

SMALL TORCH POUCH
W-EO-SNTP

COYOTE TAN
MULTICAM
MULTICAM A-TACS
A-TACS FG
OD GREEN
OD BLACK
RANGER GREEN

“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”
**INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID POUCH**

Warriors IFAK pouch is designed to hold an operator's personal medical kit, Combat Gauze, C.A.T and Trauma Bandage. Medical shears can be stored securely at the rear of the pouch to allow quick and easy access.

Internally we have introduced a webbing strap, which threads under your med kit and when pulled, seamlessly elevates the contents of the pouch with one hand.

Both sides of the pouch have additional external webbing for attachment of extra C.A.Ts or smaller pouches etc. The lid of the pouch has a hook and loop square for attachment of First Aid patch etc. Warriors IFAK occupies only 2 rows of MOLLE webbing so it can be mounted on any armour carrier, chest rig or fits perfectly on the rear of Warriors PLB Belt, Gunfighter Belt or Frag Belt.

---

**DROP DOWN UTILITY POUCH**

Warriors Drop Down Velcro Utility Pouch hangs under the front flap of most armour carriers and attaches quickly and securely via hook and loop. Ideal for use with Warriors Plate Carriers and PCR Chest rig.

There are 2 zip pockets, the larger and main compartment is designed for storage and quick access of larger accessories and tools, Med Kit and Admin / Maps etc. The smaller pocket is good for storage of smaller items such as torches, batteries; Compass etc. On the underside there are 2 elastic loops for chem lights and or markers.

The Drop Down Pouch can also be used as an armour add on for lower abdomen protection, we have included a rear pocket which allows a level IIIa soft armour insert to be added. The front of the pouch has 2 rows, each comprising 4 loops of MOLLE webbing with hook and loop loop sewn on, ( and an additional row of loop hook and loop in between ). This allows the attachment of other small pouches and or call sign and insignia patches.
Warrior’s Assaulters Back Panel, ABP, has been designed to be compatible with the full range of Warriors armour carriers (LPC, RPC, DCS). The ABP quickly zips on to the rear of the carrier via our MOLLE zip adapter kit, (included). The adapter kit comprises a left and a right-sided vertical zip panel, simply MOLLE each adapter to the rear sides of the carrier and zip the panel to the adapters.

The top section of the ABP panel comes with our adjustable Triple 40mm pouch, ideal for storage of stun grenades or baton rounds. The lower section has a removable General Purpose / Rip Off Medic Pouch. The ABP comes with an internal hydration compartment and a pull out lower pocket for carriage of MOE gear such as, expandable hammers, hooligan bars and bolt cutters.

The Cargo Pack is designed to attach to the back of any MOLLE Vest or Rig. It comprises 1 x large main compartment and 2 x smaller external compartments. Includes interior hydration sleeve and exterior MOLLE webbing for the addition of extra pouches.

The Cargo Pack also comes with a detachable shoulder strap giving the operator the option of using the Cargo pack as a small stand-alone backpack.

The Assault pack is a mid-sized frame-less backpack which has a main compartment and two additional pockets. The sides, lower rear section and padded waist belt are all covered in MOLLE webbing. The inside has a sleeve to fit an optional 100 oz. hydration reservoir system. In addition a ventilating Back Panel and silent zip pulls come as standard as does the inclusion of sleeping bag straps on the underside of the bag and hook and loop fastener ID patch.
Warrior Grab Bags are built to last, they are designed with input from operators in the field. The Grab Bag allows you to carry all your essentials in your vehicle or over your shoulder.

A large zip gives you access to the bag’s main compartment which includes two dividers with a pocket and internal radio pocket, straps for chem lights, 3 x elastics straps on the inside back wall to hold extra mags, torch, gloves etc. A hook & loop compartment that includes pistol and magazine holster. There is also additional space for medical supplies, food, water bottle, etc.

The exterior of the bag has a GPS pouch, two pistol mag pouches. The external lid is removable and comes with an integrated map sleeve.

The Standard grab bag comes with 3 x Covered M4 5.56mm removable MOLLE mag pouches (holds a total of 6 x 5.56mm mags).

The Low Profile Grab bag comes with 3 x 5.56mm removable MOLLE Open mag pouches, capable of holding up to 3 x 5.56mm mags.

The Command Grab bag comes with a Command panel.

“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”
**HELMET CARGO PACK**

**W-EO-HCP**

Warrior’s Helmet Cargo Pack (HCP) is a versatile cargo pack with a main central compartment for general storage which opens via a heavy duty zip. Inside a separate sleeve holds a 3 litre hydration bladder (not included) there are 2 x side pockets on the outside providing additional storage of a variety of small items. On the outside of the main compartment is a fully adjustable folding pouch which is designed to store a combat helmet, jacket, clothing etc.

The HCP can be worn with 2 padded removable shoulder strap or when these are removed the HCP can be MOLLEd on to the back of any armour carrier e.g DCS.

**SIZE**
- Main compartment: 9.5" x 16.5" x 4" (24cm x 42cm x 10cm)
- Side Pouch (X2): 3" x 8" x 2.25" (8cm x 20cm x 6cm)

**CAPACITY**
- 12 Litres (approximately)

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

---

**HELMET CARGO PACK LARGE**

**W-EO-HCP-L**

Warrior’s Large Helmet Cargo Pack (HCP) is the big brother to our legendary HCP. Similar in every way the Large HCP has all the same features, just on a larger scale. The Large HCP has a main central compartment for general storage which opens via a heavy duty zip. Inside a separate sleeve holds a 3 litre hydration bladder (not included) there are 2 x side pockets on the outside providing additional storage for a variety of small items. On the outside of the main compartment is a fully adjustable folding pouch which is designed to store a combat helmet, jacket, or clothing etc. On the inside of this pouch are 3 sewn elasticated pockets that can hold up to 6 Magazines, or a combination of Personal Med Kit and Radio.

The HCP can be worn with 2 padded removable shoulder straps, or when these are removed the HCP can be MOLLEd on to the back of any armour carrier, e.g DCS or RPC.

**SIZE**
- Main compartment: 11" x 18.8" x 7" (28cm x 48cm x 18cm)
- Side Pouch (X2): 5" x 9" x 2.5" (13cm x 23cm x 6.5cm)

**CAPACITY**
- 22 Litres (approximately)

SO = Special Order, Minimum order quantity of 75 pieces

---

"BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLD’S FINEST"
The Predator pack is designed to be a versatile pack featuring a “Clamshell” fully extended opening of the main compartment. It includes a padded lumbar support featuring 3D spacer mesh with a removable padded MOLLE belt for extra support and stability. The main compartment features 3 zipped mesh pockets on the inside of the lid for storage while the outside has small and large cargo pouch pockets to facilitate quick access to smaller mission critical items. Internally there is a hydration sleeve which has webbing sewn on in order to allow the attachment of various pouches when required. The top of the pack features antenna and hydration tube ports either side of the heavy duty carry handle.

**SIZE**
- **Main compartment**: 21.5” x 13” x 7” (550mm x 330mm x 190mm)
- **Pouch 1**: 2” x 9” x 8.5” (50mm x 240mm x 220mm)
- **Pouch 2**: 4.5” x 10” x 2.5” (120mm x 260mm x 70mm)
- **CAPACITY**: 42 Litres

**The Predator Pack can accommodate Warrior's MOLLE mission insert. This insert is covered on both sides with 9 rows of MOLLE, can be configured with your own choice of pouches for specific ops, the MOLLE Insert simply clips inside the Predator via 2 x ITW quick release clips and can be released in seconds making it mobile. Uses can include pre configured medical insert for medics, flash bang and breaching kit, general utility, ammo set up with smoke, frag and additional mags. (Ideal for use in vehicles).**

**The Warrior Stiffener Panel is available as an optional extra for use with heavier loads. Stiffener and MOLLE Mission insert sold separately.**

---

The Pegasus pack is the baby brother to the best selling Predator pack. It also features the “Clamshell” fully extended opening of the main compartment.

The Pegasus comes with a padded lumbar support featuring 3D spacer mesh. The inside compartment features 3 zipped mesh pockets on the inside of the lid for storage while the outside has small and large cargo pouch pockets to facilitate quick access to smaller mission critical items. Internally there is a hydration sleeve which has webbing sewn on in order to allow the attachment of various pouches when required. The top of the pack features antenna and hydration tube ports either side of the heavy duty carry handle.

**SIZE**
- **Main compartment**: 5.5” x 13” x 15” (140mm x 330mm x 390mm)
- **Pouch 1**: 2” x 9” x 8.5” (50mm x 240mm x 220mm)
- **Pouch 2**: 4.5” x 10” x 2.5” (120mm x 260mm x 70mm)
- **CAPACITY**: 23 Litres

**The Pegasus pack front and rear view.**

**“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”**
The X300 pack was designed with specific input from SF units with a requirement for a strong yet lightweight versatile pack which allowed for compartmentalised storage with top and middle opening and exceptional comfort. The X300 features a removable padded belt system, variable height harness adjustment, 5 external storage pouches with large main compartment. The narrow design allows for efficient movement in a wide variety of environments excellent in urban environments, narrow streets, door ways, houses etc). The X300 has 3 x man down handles (1 x top center 1 x left side, 1 x right side) which allows for 2 man rapid extraction of casualty.

Main access is via a helmet friendly top opening lid with Claymore style heavy duty zipped pouch on top side, which also features map style pocket on the inside. There is additional access via the large reinforced center pocket, this features a heavy duty size 10 sealed seam zip which opens into a medium sized quick access pocket, (the flap opens top to bottom) this main external pocket is lined with a heavy duty air mesh fabric which has a similar zip which opens (bottom to top) allowing convenient access to the middle and bottom of the pack.

Large MOLLE pouches run down both sides with internal compartments and pockets for storage. Also features a lower horizontal pouch and the underneath of the pack accommodates a final zip compartment with removable liner bag for separate storage of wet items of clothing etc in dedicated compartment. Double stitched for strength and durability.

The entire pack is covered in 1″ MOLLE webbing which allows the attachment of various pouches to increase carrying capacity.

This BMF Burgen is built for heavy duty long range patrols. It has a large carrying capacity, with 8 external pouches for compartmentalisation of mission specific items. Front and center are 6 smaller pouches with I.T.W Fastex closure, the BMF also features 2 removable side pouches which attach via heavy duty zips. There is an internal light weight frame which aids in even weight distribution. The main compartment is lined and features a extendable neck with draw string closure. Additional zipped pouches can be found both internally and externally on the main lid. The BMF is also known as a short Burgen as it is designed to be worn with belt kit.

This BMF Burgen is built for heavy duty long range patrols. It has a large carrying capacity, with 8 external pouches for compartmentalisation of mission specific items. Front and center are 6 smaller pouches with I.T.W Fastex closure, the BMF also features 2 removable side pouches which attach via heavy duty zips. There is an internal light weight frame which aids in even weight distribution. The main compartment is lined and features a extendable neck with draw string closure. Additional zipped pouches can be found both internally and externally on the main lid. The BMF is also known as a short Burgen as it is designed to be worn with belt kit.
The Enforcer hard knuckle glove is constructed from Dupont fire-resistant Nomex and premium quality hide. This leather is soft, durable and hard wearing for use in the harshest of environments. Both fingers and palms are protected with raised padding for additional protection. All key areas are reinforced with double stitching. Made from premium quality leather, hard knuckle for protection, ergonomic cut and fit for comfort, double stitched, reinforced etched leather palms, improved grip, multi-purpose tactical glove, flame and flash protection.

The Omega Hard Knuckle Gloves
- Touch screen compatible on index finger and thumb
- Nylon polymer knuckle
- Ergonomic cut and fit for comfort
- Double stitched, reinforced etched synthetic leather double palm
- Spandex fabric
- Greater dexterity
- Improved grip
- Multi-purpose tactical glove
- Neoprene cuff

The Firestorm hard knuckle glove is constructed from Dupont fire-resistant Nomex and premium quality hide. This leather is soft, durable and hard wearing for use in the harshest of environments. Both fingers and palms are protected with raised padding for additional protection. All key areas are reinforced with double stitching. Great value for money.

Made from premium quality leather, hard knuckle for protection, ergonomic cut and fit for comfort, double stitched, reinforced etched leather palms, greater dexterity, improved grip, multi-purpose tactical glove and flame and flash protection.

Tea tree is a highly effective against microbial activity and has been documented in numerous medical studies to kill many strains of bacteria, viruses and fungi. One of tea trees main benefits is its ability to fight Fungal infections (especially Candida, jock itch, athlete’s foot and toenail fungus), it is also highly effective against boils from staph infection.

Lemon:
- Natural disinfectant
- Cleansing and purification
- Improves mood, lifts your mood and fights depression, energises
- Immune support, helps ward off common colds and infections

Eucalyptus:
- Highly effective Antimicrobial properties
- Improves mental focus
- Natural energiser
- peppermint oil has analgesic, anti-inflammatory and anti-spasmodic properties
“BATTLE TESTED BY THE WORLDS FINEST”

WARrior ASSAULT SYSTEMS LTD
Vincent Carey Road
Rotherwas
Hereford
HR2 6FE
United Kingdom

www.warrior-as.com
contact@warrior-as.com
facebook.com/warriorassaultsystems
twitter.com/warriorassaults
instagram.com/warriorassaultsystems